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Todd Parr's bestselling books have reminded kids to embrace differences, to be thankful, to love

one another, and to be themselves. It's Okay to Make Mistakes embraces life's happy accidents,

the mistakes and mess-ups that can lead to self discovery. Todd Parr brings a timely theme to life

with his signature bold, kid-friendly illustrations and a passion for making readers feel good about

themselves, encouraging them to try new things, experiment, and dare to explore new paths. From

coloring outside the lines and creating a unique piece of art to forgetting an umbrella but making a

new friend, each page offers a kid-friendly take on the importance of taking chances, trying new

things, and embracing life, mistakes and all.
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I love Todd Parr's work, and this one is no exception. So many kids have so much anxiety about

doing things right the first time and never making mistakes. Parr addresses all of the common

concerns that go along with making mistakes--the anxiety of asking questions, getting upset, having

to start over, etc.--and reframes them into positive self-talk that kids can quickly learn and imitate.

AND we get his wonderful illustrations at the same time!



As an elementary school counselor I must say that, this book, as well as others by Todd Parr, is

awesome! I use this book when I meet with individual students and they really get into it...especially

my Kindergarten students!

This is an excellent book, with a message kids today need to hear. Everyone makes mistakes, and

that's how we learn! My students were enchanted with this book and its positive message. Another

great book from Todd!

It's Okay to Make Mistakes is one of Todd Parr's picture books for very young children. It is an

important topic because in school children learn that it is NOT okay to make mistakes. Parr's books

are colorful and fun to read. Parents of young children will enjoy reading this book to their children

and helping them see that mistakes can be beneficial

I love all of the Todd Parr books. The colors, the clever drawings, the simple words and the

important message all work together to create a powerful journey. I never tire of reading a Todd Parr

book. And my grandchildren never tire of hearing them.

This is another favorite in my Todd Parr collection. We all need to remember that it's OK to make

mistakes. If we didn't, we'd never learn! Great for kids and their parents. A must have for the

confidence building section of your library.

In IT'S OKAY TO MAKE MISTAKES, Todd Parr teaches kids what they can accomplish on MS

Paint which is what I assume Todd Parr used to illustrate this. He also teaches them that mistakes

are okay and can even be good things. Both lessons are important, but the mistakes one is

probably the goal.Parr's book gently reminds kids of their imperfections. People spill. People get

confused in math class. Sometimes people lose their way and accidentally pave their own

paths.The illustrations are quirky but adorable. The lessons are great. And my kid loves it.

Parr is one of my favorite authors. My 3 year old son loves this book. It is whimsical yet has a

powerful message. my son has difficulty with perfectionism and this book has helped. Parr's sense

of humor is in every thread of this book and I can't get enough.
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